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Theories ofTheories of 
Chemical Bonding



Valence Bond Theory
d O bit l O land Orbital Overlap

• We think of covalent bonds forming through theWe think of covalent bonds forming through the 
sharing of electrons by adjacent atoms.

• In this approach, we assume bonding occurs when 
orbitals on two atoms overlap.

s orbital                             p orbital

d orbital

Overlaps can occur between s, p, and d orbitals p , p,
on two different atoms



Orbital Overlap and BondingOrbital Overlap and Bonding
• Increased overlap brings 

th l t d l ithe electrons and nuclei 
closer together while 
simultaneously y
decreasing electron-
electron repulsion.

• However if atoms get• However, if atoms get 
too close, the 
internuclear repulsion 
greatly raises the energy.

This diagram is known as a 
Heitler-London diagramg



Orbital OverlapOrbital Overlap
Some examples of orbital overlaps are shown in the 
diagram belowdiagram below.

The areas of bond overlap are shaded.  This represents 
increased electron density of the chemical bond

s-s overlap s-p overlap p-p overlaps s overlap                     s p overlap                               p p overlap



Valence Bond TheoryValence Bond Theory

• There are two ways orbitals can overlap toThere are two ways orbitals can overlap to 
form bonds between atoms.
Sigma bonds symbolized by Sigma bonds, symbolized by 
Pi bonds, symbolized by 

• Hybridization, which we will look at later, 
is a major player in this approach tois a major player in this approach to 
bonding.



Sigma () BondsSigma () Bonds

• Sigma bonds are characterized by
Head-to-head overlapHead to head overlap.
Cylindrical symmetry of electron density about the 

internuclear axis.



Pi () BondsPi () Bonds
• Pi bonds are 

characterized by
Side-to-side overlap.
El d i bElectron density above 

and below the 
internuclear axis.

• Although there are two 
areas of overlap, this is 
a single 2-electron 
bond



Single BondsSingle Bonds

Single bonds are always  bonds, because 
overlap is greater, resulting in a stronger 
bond and more energy lowering.



Multiple BondsMultiple Bonds

In a multiple bond one of the bonds is a 
bond and the rest are  bonds.



Orbital Overlap and 
M l l ShMolecular Shapes

There is a problem with the simple orbital overlap model.  
 The shapes of the molecules are linear due to s-s, s-p, or 

p-p (end to end overlaps)
 The shapes are predicted to be at 90° angles if there are 

two or three different p orbitals involved on one atom

In order to account for tetrahedral, trigonal bipyramidal, and 
other geometries arising from the atomic orbitals we g g
recognize, we use a model known as HYBRID ORBITALS.



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

• Consider beryllium:
 In its ground electronic 

state, it would not be 
able to form bonds 
because it has nobecause it has no 
singly-occupied orbitals.



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

But if it absorbs the 
small amount of 
energy needed to 
promote an electron 
from the 2s to the 2pfrom the 2s to the 2p
orbital, it can form two 
bondsbonds.



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

• Mixing the s and p orbitals yields two degenerateMixing the s and p orbitals yields two degenerate 
orbitals that are hybrids of the two orbitals.
These are called sp hybrid orbitals and have two lobes 

lik bi llike a p orbital.
One of the lobes is larger and more rounded as is the s

orbital.



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

• These two degenerate orbitals would alignThese two degenerate orbitals would align 
themselves 180 from each other.

• This is consistent with the observed geometry of g y
beryllium compounds:  linear.



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

• With hybrid orbitals the orbital diagram for 
beryllium would look like thisberyllium would look like this.

• The sp orbitals are higher in energy than the 
1s orbital but lower than the 2p.s o b a bu o e a e p



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

Using a similar model for boron leads to… 

The mixing of one s and two p orbitals gives rise to 
three sp2 hybrid orbitalsthree sp2 hybrid orbitals



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

…three degenerate sp2 orbitals.

The three sp2 orbitals arrangeThe three sp orbitals arrange 
to form trigonal planar bonds



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

With carbon we get…

The mixing of one s and three p orbitals gives rise to 
four sp3 hybrid orbitalsfour sp3 hybrid orbitals



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

fo r degenerate…four degenerate
sp3 orbitals.

The four sp3 orbitals arrange to p g
form tetrahedral bonds



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals
For geometries involving expanded octets on g g p

the central atom, we must use d orbitals in 
our hybrids.

The mixing of one s and three p and one d orbitals 
i i t fi 3d h b id bit lgives rise to five sp3d hybrid orbitals



Hybrid Orbitalsy
This leads to five degenerate sp3d

bit lorbitals. 
This forms a trigonal bipyramidal
molecule

In a similar manner, the mixing of 
one s, three p and two d orbitals 
gives rise to six degenerate sp3d2g g p
hybrid orbitals

This forms an octahedral molecule



Hybrid OrbitalsHybrid Orbitals

Once you know the 
electron-domain 
geometry, you know 
the hybridization 
state of the atomstate of the atom.



Multiple Bonds
• Utilize both hybridized and 

unhybridized orbitals
I th f ld h d• In the formaldehyde  
molecule (shown at left) an 
sp2 orbital on carbon 
overlaps in a  bond with 
the corresponding orbital 
on the oxygenon the oxygen.

• Hydrogen atoms overlap 
with the remaining sp2

orbitals on the carbon.
• The unhybridized p

orbitals overlap in  bondorbitals overlap in  bond.



Multiple BondsMultiple Bonds

In triple bonds, as in 
acetylene, two sp
orbitals form a 
bond between the 
carbons and twocarbons, and two 
pairs of p orbitals 
overlap in  fashionoverlap in  fashion 
to form the two 
bonds.



Delocalized Electrons: ResonanceDelocalized Electrons:  Resonance

Previously, we observed, when writing Lewis 
structures for species like the nitrate ion, we 
drew resonance structures to more accuratelydrew resonance structures to more accurately 
reflect the structure of the molecule or ion.



Delocalized Electrons: ResonanceDelocalized Electrons:  Resonance

• In reality, each of the four 
atoms in the nitrate ion has a 
p orbital.

• The p orbitals on all three 
l ith thoxygens overlap with the p

orbital on the central nitrogen.



Delocalized Electrons: ResonanceDelocalized Electrons:  Resonance

This means the  electrons are 
not localized between the 
nitrogen and one of the 
oxygens, but rather are 
delocalized throughout the iondelocalized throughout the ion.



ResonanceResonance

The organic molecule 
benzene has six 
bonds and a p orbital 
on each carbon atom.



ResonanceResonance

• In reality the  electrons in benzene are not 
localized, but delocalized.

• The even distribution of the  electrons in benzene 
makes the molecule unusually stable.



Molecular Orbital (MO) TheoryMolecular Orbital (MO) Theory
Though valence bond theory 
ff ti l teffectively conveys most 

observed properties of ions and 
molecules, there are some 
concepts better represented by 
molecular orbitals. 
Molecular orbitals areMolecular orbitals are 
considered to be formed from a 
linear combination of atomic 
orbitals (LCAO)
If two atomic orbitals combine, 
then two molecular orbitals willthen two molecular orbitals will 
be formed



Molecular Orbital (MO) TheoryMolecular Orbital (MO) Theory

• In MO theory, we 
invoke the wave nature 
of electrons.

• If waves interact 
t ti l thconstructively, the 

resulting orbital is lower 
in energy: a bondingin energy:  a bonding 
molecular orbital.



Molecular Orbital (MO) TheoryMolecular Orbital (MO) Theory

If waves interact 
destructively, the 
resulting orbital is 
higher in energy:  an 
antibonding molecularantibonding molecular 
orbital.



MO TheoryMO Theory
These are the atomic orbitals on two 

• In H2 the two electrons 
go into the bonding 

different H atoms

molecular orbital.
• The bond order is one 

h lf th diffhalf the difference 
between the number of 
bonding and antibondingbonding and antibonding 
electrons.

These are the two resulting 
molecular orbitals



MO TheoryMO Theory

For hydrogen, with two 
electrons in the bonding 
MO and none in the 
antibonding MO, the 
bond order isbond order is 

1 (2 - 0) = 12 (2 0)  1



MO TheoryMO Theory

• In the case of He2, 
the bond order 
would be

1
2 (2 - 2) = 02 ( )

• Therefore, He2
d t i tdoes not exist.



MO TheoryMO Theory

• For atoms with both s
and p orbitals, there are 
two types of 
interactions:
Th d th bit lThe s and the p orbitals 

that face each other 
overlap in  fashion.p

The other two sets of p
orbitals overlap in 
fashionfashion.



MO TheoryMO Theory

• The resulting MO 
diagram looks like this.

• There are both  and 
bonding molecular 

bi l d * d *orbitals and * and * 
antibonding molecular 
orbitalsorbitals.



MO TheoryMO Theory

• The smaller p-block elements in p
the second period have a 
sizeable interaction between the 
s and p orbitals.

• This flips the order of the s and p 
l l bit l i thmolecular orbitals in these 

elements.



Second-Row MO DiagramsSecond Row MO Diagrams



Metallic BondsMetallic Bonds



Physical Properties of MetalsPhysical Properties of Metals

• Conduct heat and• Conduct heat and 
electricity.

• Malleable (can beMalleable (can be 
pressed or hammered 
into sheets).

• Ductile (can be drawn 
into wire).

• Atoms can slip past• Atoms can slip past 
each other.
 So metals aren’t as 

brittle as other solids.



Electron-Sea ModelElectron Sea Model

• Metals can be thought 
of as cations 
suspended in “sea” of 
valence electrons.
Att ti h ld• Attractions hold 
electrons near cations, 
but not so tightly as tobut not so tightly as to 
impede their flow.



Electron-Sea ModelElectron Sea Model

• This explains 
properties of metals—
 Conductivity of heat 

and electricity
 Deformation Deformation



Molecular Orbital ModelMolecular Orbital Model

Electron sea model does not e plain• Electron-sea model does not explain 
observed trends in melting point, boiling 
point heat of fusion etcpoint, heat of fusion, etc.
Suggests these properties should increase with 

increasing number of valence electrons.



Molecular Orbital ModelMolecular Orbital Model

These trends can be 
explained by energy 
bands created by large 
number of molecular 
orbitals formed asorbitals formed as 
metal atoms bond with 
each othereach other.



Molecular Orbital ModelMolecular Orbital Model

As ith nonmetals• As with nonmetals, 
bond order apexes in 
center of row thencenter of row, then 
decreases.

• Thus, attractions (andThus, attractions (and 
melting point, etc.) 
apex in center of 
transition metals. 
(Group 6B)



AlloysAlloys

• Mixtures of elements that have properties 
characteristic of metalscharacteristic of metals.

• Many ordinary uses of metals involve alloys.



Solution Alloys

I t titi l ll

Components of alloys are dispersed uniformly

S b tit ti l ll Interstitial alloys:
Solute particles smaller than solvent.
Solute particles find their way into 

Substitutional alloys:
Particles close in size.
Solute particles take place of 

holes between solvent metal atoms.solvent metal atoms.



Intermetallic CompoundsIntermetallic Compounds

• Homogeneous 
alloys with definite 
properties and 
compositions.
C S• Co5Sm
 Used for permanent 

magnets in headsetsmagnets in headsets 
and speakers.



Transition MetalsTransition Metals

• Many important metals are included in this 
group.

• Comprised of elements in d block of periodic 
table.



Physical Properties of
T iti M t lTransition Metals

S f th i ti ( h i i ti• Some of their properties (such as ionization 
energy, atomic radius, etc.) are suggestive of 
isolated atomsisolated atoms.

• Others (such as density, melting point, etc.) 
suggest bulk solid metalsuggest bulk solid metal.



Atomic RadiiAtomic Radii

• Trends are similar 
across all three rows of 
transition metals.

• While Zeff increases 
dacross row, so does 

number of nonbonding 
electronselectrons.
 These repel each other 

and increase radius.



Electron Configurations and 
O id ti St tOxidation States

• Transition metals often 
have more than one 
common oxidation 
state.
 M t h 2 t t d Most have +2 state due 

to loss of s electrons.
 Oxidation numbers Oxidation numbers 

greater than 2 are due 
to loss of d electrons as 
well as swell as s.



Electron Configurations and 
O id ti St tOxidation States

Many form 
compounds p
that have 
colors.



Electron Configurations and 
O id ti St tOxidation States

• Many have significant 
magnetic properties.
 In diamagnetic elements, all 

electron spins are paired.
 Therefore there is no net Therefore, there is no net 

magnetic moment.



Electron Configurations and 
O id ti St tOxidation States

• In paramagnetic atoms 
and ions, there are 
unpaired spins.

• The magnetic fields are 
d l drandomly arranged, 

though, unless placed 
in an external magneticin an external magnetic 
field.



Electron Configurations and 
O id ti St tOxidation States

In ferromagnetic
substances the 
orientations of 
magnetic fields from 
unpaired electrons areunpaired electrons are 
affected by spins from 
electrons around themelectrons around them.



Electron Configurations and 
O id ti St tOxidation States

When an external field 
is applied and then 
removed, the 
substance maintains 
the magnetic momentthe magnetic moment 
and becomes a 
permanent magnetpermanent magnet.



ChromiumChromium
• Oxidized by HCl or H2SO4 to 

form blue Cr2+ ion.
• Cr2+ oxidized by O2 in air to 

3form green Cr3+.

• Cr also found in +6 
state as in CrO4

2−

d th tand the strong 
oxidizer Cr2O7

2−.



IronIron

• Exists in solution in 
+2 or +3 state.

• Elemental iron 
reacts with non-

idi i id toxidizing acids to 
form Fe2+, which 
oxidizes in air tooxidizes in air to 
Fe3+.



IronIron

• Brown water running 
from a faucet is 
caused by insoluble 
Fe2O3.
F 3 l bl i• Fe3+ soluble in 
acidic solution, but 
forms a hydratedforms a hydrated 
oxide as red-brown 
gel in basic solution.ge bas c so u o



CopperCopper

In sol tion e ists in +1 or• In solution exists in +1 or 
+2 state.

• +1 salts generally white• +1 salts generally white, 
insoluble.

• +2 salts commonly blue• +2 salts commonly blue, 
water-soluble.


